
þ Hands free Mobile Phone myths

þ Grey fleet - who’s in/who’s out

þ Assessing your drivers’ risk profile

þ Impact of a well managed road
 safety programme

þ Managing driver distraction

þ Practical steps to reduce your
organisation's collision rate

þ Ways to handle driver
complacency

þ Initiatives to highlight driver
 awareness and modify driving
 behaviour

þ Encouraging buy in from all drivers
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See reverse for speaker bios and booking places



Like all NI Safety Group meetings this meeting is

FREE
And as always everyone is welcome whether a NI Safety Group member or not.

The meeting will finish as 4.30pm

SPEAKERS

Ian Kennedy
Road Safety Consultant
Ian Kennedy Associates

Before retiring Ian was a Road Policing Inspector with the PSNI and
regarded as their most experienced road death senior investigating
officer.  He now delivers Road Safety Training to organisations
worldwide and using his experience  consults on occupational road
risk and driving policy.

Ian will be outlining the key pointers for managing road risk, looking
at practical steps that can reduce collision rates, and improving
driver knowledge and buy in.

Neil Palmer
Meter Reading Manager/NI Safety Advisor
SSE Airtricity

Having worked in the Gas industry for over 20 years Neil has been
instrumental in operating the organisation’s ‘Project Drive’ initiative
in Northern Ireland.

He’ll talk about the organisation’s ‘permit to drive system’ and how
operating this minimises their driver risk as well as improves driver
safety.

TO BOOK online at www.nisg.org.uk

or email info@nisg.org.uk

*Attendance can contribute towards your Continuing Professional Development

http://www.nisg.org.uk/pages/index.asp?title=Meeting_Booking&meetingID=1268
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